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In this paper, we first solve an open problem of quadratic differential systems of
Ž .type II in the Chinese classification. Then by making use of the theory ofls0
rotated vector fields we investigate the bifurcation phenomena and all the possible
distributions of the limit cycles for quadratic systems of type II. Moreover, under a
Ž .conjecture of Ye Yanqian we prove that the 2, 2 limit cycle distribution is
impossible. Q 1999 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
Ž . ŽSince the examples of 1, 3 distribution of limit cycles for abbreviation,
.LC for quadratic differential systems were given in 1979 by Chen and
w x w xWang 1 and Shi 2 , some mathematicians have been considering whether
Ž . wthe 2, 2 distribution of LCs for quadratic systems can be realized. In 3, 4,
x5, and 8 , by rotated vector field decomposition Prof. Ye tried to prove that
for quadratic systems of type III
x s yy q d x q lx 2 q mxy q ny2 , y s x 1 q ax y y ,Ž .Ç Ç
0 - n - 1, a - 0 1.1Ž .
Ž .the 2, 2 distribution is impossible. For quadratic systems of type II
x s yy q d x q lx 2 q mxy q ny2 , y s x 1 q ax , 1.2Ž . Ž .Ç Ç
Ž w x.many authors have studied its bifurcation behavior see 6, 7, 8 . But
Ž .concerning its 2, 2 distribution of LCs, it seems that there has been no
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systematical study up to now. We now consider this problem. Since when
w x Ž .n s 0, in 9, 15, 16 the authors proved that if system 1.2 has two foci,ns0
the LCs surrounding every focus are at most one; that is, the distribution
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .of the limit cycles of system 1.2 can only be 1, 0 , 0, 1 or 1, 1 . Wens0
now assume n / 0; without loss of generality, let n s y1, a - 0. In order
to make use of the theory of rotated vector fields, according to the idea in
w x Ž .14 we rewrite 1.2 into
l lX¡ 2x s yy q d y x q mxy y y q x 1 q a ,Ž .Ç x~ ž /a a 1.3Ž .¢y s x 1 q ax ,Ž .Ç
X w x w x Xwhere l locates in 0, l for l ) 0 or l, 0 for l - 0. When l s l, systems
Ž . Ž .1.2 and 1.3 are the same.
For convenience, we first recall a conjecture of Ye Yanqian and some
lemmas.
w xConjecture 8, Section 14 . For any quadratic systems, with monotonous
change of the values of any one independent coefficient, semi-stable LC
can appear abruptly around any one focus only for at most one value of
this coefficient. Moreover, when any coefficient varies monotonously, the
number of semi-stable LC surrounding any focus is at most one.
w x Ž .LEMMA 1.1 8, Section 19 . System 1.2 has a unique unstable node;n- 0
or an unstable node and a saddle-node; or a saddle and two nodes at infinity.
Moreo¤er, it has no infinite separatrix loop.
w x Ž . Ž .LEMMA 1.2 8, Section 14 . System 1.3 has finite critical points: O 0, 0
Ž .with index q1, M 0, y1 with index y1; and two other critical points
Ž Ž . . Ž Ž . .N y 1ra , y with index y1, R y 1ra , y with index q1 when D sN R
Ž .2 Ž .m q a y 4 ad y l ) 0, they coincide and become a saddle-node as D s
0, where
2a q m m q a 4 l
y s y q y d y 2,(N ž / ž /ž /a a a a
2a q m m q a 4 1
y s y y y d y 2.(R ž / ž /ž /a a a a
w x < < < <LEMMA 1.3 9, Section 14, Theorem 14.1 . When md F 0, m q d / 0,
Ž . < < < < Ž .or d m y d F 0, m q d / 0, system 1.2 has no closed trajectory,ls0
and also no singular closed trajectory passing through a saddle.
w xLEMMA 1.4 9, Theorem 5.4 . For Lienard systemsÂ
x s y y F x , y s yg x , 1.4Ž . Ž . Ž .Ç Ç
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Ž . Ž .assume xg x ) 0, for x g a , b and x / 0, where a - 0, b ) 0, making
the following transformations:
x x
g j dj s z x , f j dj s F x s F z , as x g 0, b ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H1 1 1
0 0
x x
g j dj s z x , f j dj s F x s F z , as x g a , 0 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H2 2 2
0 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .  Ž . Ž .4If F z F F z for all z in 0, s , where s s min z b , z a , and1 2 1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž x Ž .F z k F z , z g 0, s for arbitrary d in 0, s . Then system 1.4 has no1 2
closed trajectory.
This paper will be arranged as follows. In Section 2 we will first discuss
Ž . Xthe distribution of LCs for system 1.3 , and get the following mainl s0
Žresult, which solves an open problem proposed by Ye Yanqian the
.problem will be introduced in Section 2 .
Ž .THEOREM A. When m ) ya, system 1.2 has at most one limit cyclels0
around O, and may ha¤e two limit cycles surrounding R for suitable ¤alues of
Ž .the parameters in system 1.2 .
In Section 3 we will consider all possible distributions of LCs for system
Ž . X w x1.3 as l ) 0, l g 0, l . Our main result is the following one.
THEOREM B. If the pre¤ious conjecture is true, then quadratic systems of
Ž .type II cannot ha¤e the 2, 2 limit cycle distribution.
X w xAs for the case l - 0, l g l, 0 , which can be similarly considered, we
can also get the conclusion corresponding to Theorem B; the details are
omitted.
Ž . X2. DISTRIBUTIONS OF LCS FOR SYSTEM 1.3 l s0
X Ž .When l s 0, system 1.3 becomes
l
2x s yy q d y x q mxy y y , y s x 1 q ax , 2.1Ž . Ž .Ç Çž /a
w xwhich had been investigated in 9, Section 14 . Now, we will discuss it in
more detail. Lemma 1.3 guarantees that for any given a and l, the
Ž . Ž Ž ..necessary conditions for system 2.1 to have LCs are m d y lra ) 0
< Ž . < < < Ž . Ž .and d y lra - m ; that is, d , m lies in the shaded parts of the d , m
w xplane as shown in Figure 2.1. Furthermore, Fig. 14.5 in 8 gives the signs
Ž .of divergence of system 2.1 at N and R, which can be shown in Fig.
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FIGURE 2.1.
Ž .2.2 1 . In the following, for simplicity, without loss of generality, let l s 0
Ž . Ž .in system 2.1 . By straight calculations, we have Fig. 2.2 2 showing the
Ž .signs of divergence of system 2.1 at O and M.
w xSimilar to the steps of Section 14 in 9 , we distinguish the following
three different cases: 1. m ) ya ) 0; 2. 0 - m F ya; 3. m F 0. For
details we have the following.
1. m ) ya ) 0.
w x Ž .In 9, Section 14 , it had been proved that for 0 - d g 1 system 2.1 has
a unique small amplitude LC around O and R, respectively; they have
different stability. Moreover, the authors proposed the following:
Problem. With the increase of d , whether the limit cycle surrounding
Ž .O or R is unique.
FIGURE 2.2.
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w xM. Wang 10 proved that under the conditions m ) y2 a and 1 q 4am
Ž .G 0, system 2.1 has a unique LC around O. Aside from this, there is no
Ž .other result. In the following, we will prove that system 2.1 has at most
one LC around O, and can have two LCs around R.
Ž .LEMMA 2.1. When m ) ya ) 0, system 2.1 has at most one LC
Ž .around O 0, 0 .
w xProof. In order to make use of the method in 13 , we make the
following transformations
2x s y y kx , y s y , dt s k dt ,
where k is a unique positive root of the equation y3 y my2 q a s 0
Ž .satisfied by the y coordinates of the critical points 1, y, 0 at infinity.
Ž .Obviously, m - k - m q 1. System 2.1 can be turned into
x s f x y f x y , y s g x q g x y q g x y2 , 2.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ç Ç0 1 0 1 2
where we still denote x, y and t by x, y and t, and
f x s yk q d k 2 q ax x ,Ž . Ž .0
f x s yk 3 q d k 2 y k q 2 a y mk 2 x ,Ž . Ž .1
g x s ykx q ax2 , g x s k y 2 ax , g x s a.Ž . Ž . Ž .0 1 2
Ž .Solving the equation f x s 0 gives1
k 3 y d k 2 q k
x s - 0.1 22 a y mk
Ž .Substituting x into f x , we have1 0
k 3 S
2f x s x , S s yd k q k q a.Ž .0 1 13a y k
Ž . ŽSo, when S s 0 resp., S / 0 , x s x is an invariant straight line resp., a1
. Ž .straight line without contact of system 2.2 . Since the limit cycles of
Ž .system 2.2 cannot intersect x s x , we let in turn1
x s x , j s f x y f x y ;Ž . Ž .0 1
and
j k 3qÄx s x , y s , dt s yf x dt , q s .Ž .Ä Ä q 1 2mk y 2 ayf xŽ .1
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Ž .System 2.2 now becomes
x s y , y s yg x y f x y , 2.3Ž . Ž . Ž .Ç Ç
where
r x H x B xŽ . Ž . Ž .
g x s , f x s ,Ž . Ž .2 qq1 qq1yf x yf xŽ . Ž .1 1
r x s k 3 x x q 1 ,Ž . Ž .
H x s yak3 x 2 y ak3 y mk3 q 2 ak x q k k 3 y d k 2 q k ,Ž . Ž . Ž .
B x s mak2 x 2 q 2 a d k 2 y mk3 x q d k 2 yk 3 q d k 2 y k .Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . 2 Ž 3.When S ) 0, i.e., d - k q a rk , we have x q 1 s Sr a y k - 0,1
and
S
2 3 2 5B 0 s d k yk q d k y k - 0, B x s mk x ) 0,Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 3a y k
S
3 2 3H 0 s k k y d k q k ) 0, H x s yak x ) 0.Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 3a y k
Ž . w xTherefore, B x s 0 has a unique root in x , 0 , denoted by x . Since the1 b
limit cycles surrounding O cannot intersect x s y1, when x F y1, letb
Ž . Ž .a s y1, b s q‘, we have B x - 0, x g a , b . Because of
H y1 s kS ) 0, H X y1 s m q a k 3 y 2 ak ) 0,Ž . Ž . Ž .
HY x s y2 ak3 ) 0,Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .so H x ) 0, x g a , b . Therefore, we have xg x ) 0 for x g a , 0 j
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0, b , and f x - 0 for x g a , b . Furthermore, system 2.3 can be
changed into
xY q f x xX q g x s 0,Ž . Ž .
Ž .which can be further translated into system 2.3 under the transforma-
Ž . x Ž . Ž .tions: F x s H f j dj and y s x q f x . Using the notations in Lem-Ç0
Ž . x Ž . Ž . Ž .ma 1.4, we have F z s H f j dj - 0 for x g 0, b and F z s1 1 0 2 2
x Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H f j dj ) 0 for x g a , 0 , that is, F z - 0 - F z for all z g 0, s .0 1 2
Ž .This proves that system 2.3 satisfies all conditions of Lemma 1.4 on the
w . Ž .interval a , b . Hence, system 2.3 has no LC around O.
Ž .When x ) y1, we still have H x ) 0 for x G y1. Let a s y1,b
x s x , b s q‘; we have0 b
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .  4a f x s 0, x y x f x - 0, x g a , b _ x ;0 0 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .b xg x ) 0, x g a , b , x / 0.
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Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..In the following, we will prove that f x r g x is a monotonously
increasing function for x - x and x ) 0. Now0
qy1Xf yf xŽ .1s f x H x h x q r x B x h x , 2.4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 22 2ž /g r x H xŽ . Ž .
where
h x s yBX x r x q B x rX x ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1
h x s k 3 x s k 3H x q f x H X x ;Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 1
they are both quadratic in x. Since
hY s 2k 5 2 ad y ma y mk - 0,Ž .1
6 2 < <h 0 s yd k k y d k q 1 - 0 d - 2 ,Ž . Ž . Ž .1
Ž .and the discriminant of h x is1
D s 4d k 3 y d k 2 q k d y m S - 0,Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .we have h x - 0 for x g a , b . Meanwhile, since1
hY s y2 ak3 3a y mk 2 - 0, h y1 s ak 1 q k 2 S - 0,Ž . Ž . Ž .2 2
X X 2 2 2h a s h y1 s ak ak q mk y 2 a q 2k S - 0,Ž . Ž . Ž .2 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .so we have h x - 0, x g a , b . In addition, obviously we have f x - 02 1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .and H x ) 0 for x ) a ; r x - 0 resp., ) 0 and B x ) 0 resp., - 0
Ž .for a - x - x resp., x ) 0 . Hence, we have0
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..Xc f x rg x ) 0 for a - x - x and x ) 0.0
w xSumming up the above results, we know from Theorem C in 11 that
Ž .system 2.3 has at most one LC around O.
When S s 0, from the proofs for the case S ) 0, we have
h 0 s B 0 rX 0 - 0, h y1 s 0,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1
hX y1 s 2 k q a m y 2k - 0;Ž . Ž . Ž .1
X 2h 0 - 0, h y1 s 0, h y1 s ak a q k k y 2 a - 0;Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 2 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .hence h x - 0 and h x - 0 for x g a , q‘ . Similarly, we can prove1 2
the conclusion of Lemma 2.2.
Ž . 2 Ž .When S - 0, i.e., d ) k q a rk , we have x q 1 ) 0, B x - 0,1 1
Ž .H x - 0, and1
BX 0 s 2 a d k 2 y mk3 - 0,Ž .
BX x s k 5 m2 q 2ma y 4ad r 2 a y mk 2 .Ž . Ž . Ž .1
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Ž . w xTherefore, H x s 0 has a unique root on x , 0 , denoted by x. If system1
Ž . Ž .2.3 has a LC around O 0, 0 , it must be located in the right hand side of
x s x.
When d G yar4, or
k q a a
2'- d - y and m G ya q a q 4ad ,2 4k
XŽ . Ž . w . Ž .we have B x F 0, so B x - 0 for x g x ; q‘ , that is, f x - 0 for1 1
w .x g x , q‘ . In addition to, combining the above calculations we have1
Ž . w . Ž .H x ) 0 for x g x, q‘ . So by Lemma 1.4 system 2.3 has no LC
around O. As a by-product, from the above proofs we can get the following
Ž .PROPOSITION. For m large enough, the ¤alue of d for system 2.1 to ha¤e
LCs around O is sufficiently small.
2 2'Ž . Ž .When k q a rk - d - y ar4 , and ya - m - ya q a q 4ad -
XŽ . Ž .y2 a, we have B x ) 0. If the discriminant of B x is less than or equal1
Ž . Ž .to zero, system 2.3 still has no LC around O. If B x s 0 has roots, they
Ž . U Ž . Žmust locate in the interval x , 0 , let x resp., x be the minimum resp.,1 b
U. Ž .maximum root of B x s 0. By straight calculations, we have x - x. If
Ž .x F x, similar to the above analysis, system 2.3 has no LC around O. Ifb
x ) x, let a s x, x s x , b s q‘. Using the above method, we canb 0 b
Ž . Ž .prove that system 2.3 has at most one LC around O 0, 0 ; the details are
omitted. This completes the proof of Lemma 2.1.
Ž .LEMMA 2.2. For suitable m and a m ) ya , when d increases from 0 to
Ž .m 0 - d - m , R first changes from a stable focus to a stable node, and then
to a stable focus again. Con¤ersely, for any gi¤en a and selecting appropriate
m, R is always a stable focus.
Ž . Ž .Proof. Since when d s 0 resp., d s m , y s 0 resp., y s y1 andR R
Ž .y 1r22› y 1 m 4dR s 1 q y - 0,ž /›d a a a
1w x w x Ž .hence y g y1, 0 for d g 0, m . Let y s y , we have d s mr2 qR R 2
Ž .ar4 . Since the characteristic equation at R is
m
2l y d q my l y 1 q q 2 y s 0, 2.5Ž . Ž .R Rž /a
1when y s y , R is a node if and only ifR 2
21 m
D s d y m q 4 G 0;ž /2 a
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Ž 3 3.that is, m F y a r4 . In order that m ) ya, it is necessary that a - y8.
Ž 3 3. Ž .In other words, when a - y8 and ya - m F y a r4 , for d , m lying
1Ž . Ž . Ž .on the line d s mr2 q ar4 , R 0, y is a stable node. In addition,2
Ž .when d s 0 or m, we know from 2.5 that R is a fine focus; its stability
Ž w x.can be obtained by calculating its focal values or see 9 .
We now consider the second conclusion. Similar to the above analysis,
Ž . Ž .let y s y qr2 0 - q - 2 ; solving this equation givesR
q q2 y 2 q
d s m y a.
2 4
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..We know from 2.5 that R y 1ra , y qr2 is a focus if and only if
2q m
D s d y m q 4 1 q y q - 0;ž / ž /2 a
that is,
22q y 2 qŽ .
3m ) q y 1 a y a s f q .Ž . Ž .34
Ž . w xFor any given a, f q is a continuous function on 0, 2 , so there exists an
U Ž U . Ž U . Ž . w xq 0 - q - 2 such that f q is a maximal value of f q on 0, 2 .
Ž U .Hence, for m ) f q , when d increases from 0 to m, R is always a focus.
This proves Lemma 2.2.
Ž .Now, we will prove that when m ) ya, system 2.1 may have two LCs
around R for suitable d and m. Combining Lemma 2.1 we have the
following.
Ž .THEOREM 2.1. For m ) ya, the pre¤ious conjecture is true, system 2.1
has at most two limit cycles and if they exist, their distributions can only be
Ž . Ž . Ž .1, 1 and 0, 2 , where the first resp., second number denotes the number of
Ž .LCs around O resp., R . Moreo¤er, these distributions can be realized.
Proof. We first consider the direction of the trajectories on the seg-
Ž .ment MN which satisfies the equation: a 1 q y x q y q 1 s 0. Let V sN
Ž . Ž .a 1 q y x q y. In the following, we use dMNrdt ) 0 - 0 to show thatN
Ž .dVrdt ) 0 - 0 . Since
dMN
s a 2d y a y m q d y y ay q 1 x 1 q ax , 2.6Ž . Ž . Ž .N Ndt
Ž .when d s 0 and m ) ya, dMNrdt s x 1 q ax ) 0, for 0 - d g 1 the
Ž . Ž .local phase-portrait of system 2.1 can be shown in Figure 2.3 1 . When d
increases from 0 to m, we know from the proof of Lemma 2.2 that for
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FIGURE 2.3.
some values of a and m, R can become a node. The necessary conditions
for R to be a node are
q q2 y 2 q
d s m y a, 0 - q - 2,
2 4
22 'q y 2 q 8 qŽ .
3ya - m F q y 1 a y a a - .Ž . 2ž /64 q y 2 q
Ž .Under these conditions, we have from 2.6
dMN q
2 2G q y 4q q 4 a q 1 x 1 q ax ) 0;Ž .Ž .
dt 8
Ž .that is, for proper m and a m ) ya , before the line MN becomes an
integral line, the LC surrounding R disappears. Hence the LC must
Žbecome an inner unstable homoclinic loop passing through N for abbrevi-
Ž ..ation, H oc N , and then disappear. When d s m, R is an unstable fine
focus; hence with the increase of d , a semi-stable LC must appear
suddenly around R, and then split into two LCs. If the semi-stable LC
<appears before MN becoming an invariant line, because of div ) 0 theN
Ž .outside stable LC must become a Hec M, N . If the semi-stable LC
appears after MN becoming an integral line, the outside one expands, and
Ž .becomes an inner stable Hoc M , then disappears; the inside one finally
Ž .contracts to R as d s m. Since Lemma 2.1 guarantees that system 2.1
Ž .has a unique LC around O, the LC must become a Hoc M before MN
Ž .becomes an invariant line, or a Hec M, N . From Lemma 2.2, for some
values of m and a, when R is always a focus as 0 F d F m, we know from
the sign of divergence at the finite critical points that with the increase of
Ž .d , either the LC surrounding R becomes a Hoc N and then disappears,
Ž .when d increases further, similar to the above discussions, system 2.1 can
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have two LCs around R; or when d increases from 0 to m, the unique LC
Ž .surrounding R always exists, since for m and ya m ) ya appropriately
small,
dMN 2s 1 y a y m x 1 q ax ) 0,Ž . Ž .
dt dsm
the LC around R must first expand, and then contract to R as d s m. This
completes the proof of Theorem 2.1.
2. 0 - m F ya.
Since
dMN
s 1 y a a q m x 1 q ax ,Ž . Ž .
dt ds0
we have
Ž .i When a - y1, we distinguish two subcases:
Ž . Ž . Ž . < w x1 0 - m F 1ra y a, dMNrdt F 0, 9, Section 14 givesds0
the following.
ŽLEMMA 2.3. There exist constants d , d , d , and d 0 - d - d - d1 2 3 4 1 2 3
.- d - m such that the following statements hold:4
Ž . Ž . Ž .a System 2.1 has a unique LC around O for d g 0, d , two LCs1
Ž . Žaround O for d g d , d where in order that the limit cycles surrounding O1 2
. Ž .exist, d must be less than 2 , and no LC around O for d g d , m .2 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .b System 2.1 has no LC around R for d g 0, d , two LCs around3
Ž . Ž .R for d g d , d , a unique LC around R for d g d , m .3 4 4
Furthermore, the limit cycles are concentratedly distributed. If the pre¤ious
Ž . Ž .conjecture is true, system 2.1 has at most two LCs for 0 - m - 1ra y a;
Ž . Ž .their possible distributions are 2, 0 and 0, 2 .
Ž . Ž . Ž . <2 0 - 1ra y a - m - ya, dMNrdt ) 0, from Section 14ds0
w xin 9 we obtain the following.
Ž .LEMMA 2.4. Under the condition 0 - 1ra y a - m - ya, we ha¤e
Ž .A When the parameter d increases from 0, for suitable selection of the
¤alues of the parameters m and a, the following statements hold.
Ž . Ž .a System 2.1 may ha¤e a unique LC around R which is generated
Ž .by the Hoc N .
Ž . Ž .b System 2.1 may ha¤e a limit cycle formed by a heteroclinic loop
Ž Ž ..passing through M and N for abbre¤iation, Hec M, N .
Ž . Ž .c System 2.1 may ha¤e two limit cycles generated from a semi-sta-
Ž .ble limit cycle for abbre¤iation, M LC , in which the outside limit cycle2
Ž .finally becomes a Hoc M , and the inside one contracts to R as d s m.
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Ž .d The abo¤e three cases can all be realized for selecting appropriate
Ž w x.¤alues of m and a, respecti¤ely see 12 .
Ž . XŽŽ . X . Ž .B There exists an m 1ra y a - m - ya such that system 2.1
Ž . Ž X . Žhas a unique LC resp., two LCs around O for m g m , ya resp.,
ŽŽ . X..m g 1ra y a, m .
Ž . Ž .C The limit cycles of system 2.1 are concentratedly distributed.
Ž . Ž .Proof. The conclusions A and B are a straightforward corollary of
w x9, Section 14 ; we now consider the second one. Since the domains with
different number of LCs must be separated, we know from the above
XŽŽ . X .results that there exists an m 1ra y a - m - ya such that the corre-
X Ž .sponding conclusion is correct. For m - m - ya, since system 2.1 has
< <no LC around O when d G 2, the unique limit cycle G generated from O
Ž . Ž . Xmust expand and finally become a Hoc M . For 1ra y a - m - m ,
Ž .before the limit cycle G disappears, a Hoc N appears outside G, and then
the homoclinic loop breaks and forms an unstable limit cycle G . Finally1
the limit cycles G and G coincide and become a semi-stable limit cycle,1
and then disappear.
Ž . <ii When a G y1, dMNrdt ) 0 for 0 - m F ya. From Sec-ds0
w xtion 13 in 9 , by using the theory of rotated vector fields, for 0 - d g 1 we
Ž .have the local phase-portrait as shown in Fig. 2.3 2 . With the increase of
d , since the vector fields rotate clockwise in the left hand side of x s
Ž . y yy 1ra , L and l cannot coincide, the unique LC surrounding O can1 1
Ž .only become a Hoc M , and then disappear. Since
dMN 2s 1 y a y m x 1 q ax ,Ž . Ž .
dt dsm
1if y F a - 0, dMNrdt ) 0 for 0 - d - m. So, with the increase of d2
the two separatrices surrounding R coincide and form an inner unstable
Ž .Hoc N , then bifurcate an unstable LC, which contracts to R as d s m.
1For y1 F a - y , with the increase of d , when MN becomes an integral2
Ž .line, if system 2.1 has no LC around R, with a continuous increase of d a
semi-stable LC must suddenly appear, and then split into two LCs, in
Ž .which the outside one expands and becomes a Hoc M ; the inside one
Ž .contracts to R as d s m. Whether the LCs of 2.1 are concentratedly
distributed, we cannot prove it. But we know from the above analysis that
Ž .system 2.1 has at most two LCs for y1 F a - 0 and 0 - m F ya.
Summing up the above results, we can get the following
THEOREM 2.2. For 0 - m F ya and a - y1, the limit cycles of system
Ž .2.1 are concentratedly distributed. If the pre¤ious conjecture is true, system
Ž . Ž . Ž .2.1 has at most two limit cycles; their distributions are 2, 0 and 0, 2 .
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Ž .When 0 - m F ya and a G y1, system 2.1 has also at most two limit
Ž . Ž .cycles; their distributions are 0, 2 and 1, 1 .
3. m F 0.
w x Ž .Theorem 14.2 in 9 says that the limit cycles of system 2.1 are
Ž .concentratedly distributed, and that when m F a, system 2.1 has no LC
around R. Since
dMN
2s y a q am q 1 x 1 q ax , 2.7Ž . Ž . Ž .
dt ds0
and
2dMN 1 y m y a x 1 q ax , a F m - 0Ž . Ž .
s 2.8Ž .½dt dsm x 1 q ax , m - aŽ .
we have for a F y1,
dMN
- 0 as m - 0.
dt ds0
For y1 - a - 0,
dMN 1 1
) 0 - 0 as m ) y a m - y a ,Ž . ž /dt a ads0
' ' 'Ž . Ž Ž . Ž . .where when y1 - a - y 2 r2 a s y 2 r2 , or y 2 r2 - a - 0 ,
Ž . ŽŽ . Ž . .1ra y a ) a 1ra y a s a, or 1ra y a - a . For a - y1,
dMN
- 0 ) 0 as m ) a q 1 - a q 1 .Ž . Ž .
dt dsm
For y 1 F a - 0,
dMN
) 0 as m - 0.
dt dsm
Similar to the above analysis, we can obtain the following.
Ž .THEOREM 2.3. Under the conjecture of Ye Yanqian, system 2.1 has at
Ž . Ž .most two LCs for m - 0 and if they exist, their distribution is 2, 0 or 0, 2 .
Ž .Moreo¤er, system 2.1 has at most one LC around R as y1 F a - 0, and
can ha¤e two LCs around R as a - y1 for a q 1 F m - 0 and suitable d .
For any a there exists an m - 0 such that when m - m , for proper d0 0
Ž . Ž .m - d - 0 and d ) y2 , system 2.1 always has two LCs around O.
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'Ž . Ž .Proof. When y 2 r2 F a - 0, we have a G 1ra y a. For m G a
Ž .the trajectories of 2.1 go from the right hand side to the left on MN.
Since R is a stable fine focus as d s m, when d decreases from 0 to m,
< <div - 0 and div ) 0; so with the decrease of d , an inner stableN R
Ž .Hoc N appears around R, then breaks and forms a unique stable LC, and
finally contracts to R as d s m.
'Ž . Ž .When y1 F a - y 2 r2 , 1ra y a ) a, we have
dMN dMN 1
- 0, ) 0 for a - m - y a.
dt dt ads0 dsm
1 1Ž .Since system 2.1 has no LC around R for m F d F 0, when d s m,2 2
dMN 1
2s 1 y a q a m y a y x 1 q ax ) 0.Ž .Nž /dt 2
Ž .Similar to the previous proofs, we can prove that system 2.1 has at most
'Ž .one LC around R for y1 F a - y 2 2r2 and a - m - 0.
We now consider the number of LCs around O for y1 F a - 0. When
Ž .1ra q a F m - 0, with the decrease of d , the unstable LC generated
Ž .from O expands monotonously and finally becomes a Hoc M . Since when
< <d - 2 and ym is large enough, y is sufficiently small, for any given aN
< <and d - 2, there exists an m - 0 such that when m - m ,0 0
dMN
s a 2d y a y m q d y a y q 1 x 1 q ax - 0; 4Ž . Ž .Ndt
that is, in the parameter space of existence of LCs surrounding O, the
Ž .trajectories of system 2.1 go always from the left hand side to the right on
<MN. Since div - 0, the unstable limit cycle G surrounding O cannotN
Ž . Ž .become a Hoc N . Since when d - y2, system 2.1 has no LC around O,
with the decrease of d , before the LC G disappears, an inner stable
Ž .Hoc N forms, and then breaks. Thus a stable LC G appears outside G,1
and finally G and G coincide. Since the domains with different numbers of1
XŽ . Ž .LCs must be separated, there exists an m G m such that system 2.10
Ž . X Žhas a unique LC resp., two LCs around O when m - m - 0 resp.,
X.m - m . For instance, Fig. 2.4 gives the bifurcation diagram showing the
'Ž . Ž . Ž .number of LCs of system 2.1 for y 2 r2 - a - 0, where C : Hoc M ,1
Ž . Ž .C and C : Hoc N , C : M LC, A: Hec M, N ; C , C and C denote the2 4 3 2 1 2 3
bifurcation curves of the LCs around O; C shows that around R.4
We finally consider the case a - y1. When a q 1 - m - 0, dMNrdt
Ž . < Ž .- 0 for d g m, 0 . Since div - 0, a homoclinic loop Hoc N appearsN
outside the LC G generated by change of the stability of O, then breaks
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FIGURE 2.4.
and forms a LC G . Finally, G and G coincide, and become a semi-stable1 1
< <limit cycle. Since in the considered fields, div ) 0 and div ) 0, but RR M
1is a stable fine focus as d s m, when d decreases from m to m, a2
semi-stable LC GX appears abruptly around R, then breaks into two LCs
X X Ž X X . X Ž . XG and G G > G ; G finally becomes an inner unstable Hoc M ; G1 2 1 2 1 2
contracts to R as d s m.
<When m - a q 1, since dMNrdt ) 0, we still have dMNrdt ) 0dsm
for 0 - d y m g 1.
Ž .So for 0 - m y a g 1, with the decrease of d an inner stable Hoc N
appears around R, then generates a stable LC; finally the LC contracts to
R as d s m. Similar to the analysis for the case a ) y1, we have the
Ž .bifurcation diagram as shown in Fig. 2.5, where C and C : Hoc N , C1 3 2
Ž . Ž .and C : M LC, C : Hoc M , B: Hec M, N .5 2 4
FIGURE 2.5.
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Ž .3. DISTRIBUTION OF LCS OF SYSTEM 1.2 l ) 0
Ž .Consider system 1.2 . We rewrite it as follows
l lX¡ 2x s yy q d y x q mxy y y q x 1 q ax s P x , y ,Ž . Ž .Ç ž /~ a a 3.1Ž .¢y s x 1 q ax s Q x , y ,Ž . Ž .Ç
X w x X Ž . Ž .where l g 0, l . When l s 0, system 3.1 reduces to system 2.1 ; when
X Ž . Ž .l s l, system 3.1 becomes system 1.2 . For any given d , m, a and l, the
Ž . Ž .number and location of the finite critical points of systems 3.1 and 2.1
are completely correspondent. In the following, for convenience, we de-
Ž . Ž .Xnote 3.1 by 3.1 . Sincel ) 0
P Q
1 22s y x 1 q ax ) 0,Ž .› P › Q
a
X X› l › l
Ž . Ž .system 3.1 forms a family of generalized rotated vector fields in the x, y
plane; with the increase of lX the vector fields rotate counterclockwise. For
Ž .different values of the parameters d and m, we divide the d , m plane
Ž . Xinto seven parts; see Fig. 3.1 1 . When l increases from 0 to l, the number
Ž .and location of the finite critical points of system 3.1 are the same as
Ž .those of system 2.1 . For showing change of the signs of divergence at N
and R, when the moving point A moves leftwards along the d-axis, l and1
FIGURE 3.1.
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l always contact with the parabola D s 0, and rotate counterclockwise2
Ž Ž ..and clockwise, respectively see Fig. 3.1 2 , the signs of divergence at N
Ž . Žand R in the corresponding domains can be shown in Fig. 2.2 1 or see
w x.Fig. 14.5 in 8 . For showing change of the signs of divergence at O and
Ž Ž ..M, l and l moves parallelly rightwards see Fig. 3.1 3 ; their signs can1 2
Ž .also be shown in the corresponding domains in Fig. 2.2 2 .
Now we will investigate the distributions of the limit cycles for system
Ž .1.2 in every one of the seven domains, respectively.
Ž .THEOREM 3.1. In the domain I, system 1.2 has no limit cycle for l ) 0.
Ž . Ž .Proof. For d , m lying in the domain I, system 3.1 has a saddle M
and an antisaddle O, and no other finite critical point. So its LCs must be
Ž . Xconcentratedly distributed. As a matter of fact, since system 3.1 hasl s0
Ž . Ž .no LC, and O 0, 0 is a stable focus for y2 - d y lra - 0, and a stable
Ž .node for d y lra F y2, so the local phase-portraits of the trajectories
Ž . Ž . XXfor system 3.1 can be shown in Fig. 3.2 1 . With the increase of ll s0
Ž . Xsince system 3.1 forms a family of generalizedly rotated vector fields in l ,
Ž .and the vector fields rotate counterclockwise, system 3.1 has no LC.
Ž . XOtherwise, if system 3.1 has a limit cycle, since with the increase of l the
separatrices passing through M never intersect, and the stability of O does
not change, the limit cycle must come from a semi-stable limit cycle. So
Ž . Xsystem 3.1 will have two limit cycles. In the rotated vector fields, when l
increases monotonously, the outside limit cycle expands monotonously, but
the separatrice lU rotates inwards. It is impossible. This contradiction
Ž . Ž .shows that system 3.1 , that is, system 1.2 , has no limit cycle for l ) 0.
Ž .THEOREM 3.2. In the domain II, system 1.2 has also no limit cycle for
l ) 0.
Ž . Ž . XProof. For d , m lying in the domain II, system 3.1 has no LC; itsl s0
Ž . Xlocal phase-portrait can be shown in Fig. 3.2 2 . With the increase of l the
Ž .signs of divergence of system 3.1 at the finite critical points do not
< Ž .change. Since dMNrdt ) 0, the vector fields of system 3.1dsmqŽ1r a.
Xrotate counterclockwise as d decreases and l increases, so dMNrdt ) 0
X w xin the domain II for l g 0, l . Moreover, the separatrices passing through
Ž .M resp., N never coincide, similar to the proof of Theorem 3.1; we can
Ž . X w x Ž .prove that system 3.1 has no LC for l g 0, l ; that is, system 1.2 has no
limit cycle in II for l ) 0.
Ž .THEOREM 3.3. In the domain III, the limit cycles of system 1.2 arel ) 0
concentratedly distributed. If Ye Yanqian's conjecture is true, the system has at
most three limit cycles.
Ž . Ž . XProof. For d , m lying in the domain III, system 3.1 has at mostl s0
two periodic orbits surrounding O or R; they must be concentratedly
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FIGURE 3.2.
X < <distributed. With the increase of l , div - 0 and div ) 0 remain true,O R
but the signs of divergence at M and N may probably change from
< < < <div ) 0 to div - 0, and from div - 0 to div ) 0, respectively.M M N N
Ž . XWe first assume system 3.1 has an unstable LC G around O, andl s0
XŽ Ž .. <dMNrdt ) 0 see Fig. 3.2 3 . When l increases from 0 to l, if div ) 0M
<does not change, G is a unique periodic orbit surrounding O. If div ) 0M
<becomes div - 0, before G attending M, the two separatrices passingM
Ž .through M must coincide and form a Hoc M , then generate a stable LC
X Ž .G > G. Hence, system 3.1 will have two LCs surrounding O, but has no
Ž .LC around R; their distribution is 2, 0 .
Ž . XNext, assume system 3.1 has an unstable LC G around O, andl s0
Ž Ž ..dMNrdt - 0 see Fig. 3.2 4 . We know from the theory of rotated vector
Ž .fields that whether dMNrdt changes its sign or not, system 3.1 has no
periodic orbit surrounding R. When lX increases from 0, if the two
separatrices passing through N can form a homoclinic loop, the trajectory
y y Ž . Xl must lie outside L in Fig. 3.2 4 . With the increase of l the1 1
trajectories Ly and ly exchange their loci; after that they never intersect.1 1
Ž .Hence, system 3.1 has at most two LCs around O. The theory of rotated
vector fields also tells us, even if dMNrdt - 0 becomes dMNrdt ) 0, the
Ž .two separatrices passing through M cannot coincide, so system 3.1 has no
Ž .LC around R. If with change of the values of the parameters, system 3.1
Ž . Žwill have a Hoc M around O after MN becoming an invariant straight
. Ž . Ž .line or Hec M, N at this time, MN be an invariant straight line , the
y ytrajectory l must locate inside L . So before dMNrdt changes its sign,1 1
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Ž . Ž .system 3.1 cannot have a Hoc N . If the separatrix loop surrounding O
Ž .is inner stable, system 3.1 will have two LCs around O. If the loop is
inner unstable, it must be generated from the LC G or a semi-stable LC;
Ž .in the latter case, system 3.1 will have three LCs around O.
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..XIf system 3.1 has two LCs around O see Figs. 3.2 5 and 6 ,l s0
similar to the above analysis, with the help of the theory of rotated vector
fields, we know that the distribution of LCs with maximum number of
Ž . Ž .system 3.1 is 3, 0 .
Ž . XWhen system 3.1 has LCs around R, we can similarly prove thatl s0
Ž .system 3.1 has at most three LCs around R, and no LC around O. This
completes the proof of Theorem 3.3.
Ž .THEOREM 3.4. In the domain IV, the limit cycles of system 1.2 arel ) 0
also concentratedly distributed. If Ye Yanqian's conjecture is true, their
Ž . Ž .distributions can only be 0, 1 and 0, 2 .
Ž . Ž . XProof. For d , m lying in the domain IV, system 3.1 has no LC;l s0
Ž . Ž . Xits local phase-portrait is Fig. 3.3 1 or Fig. 3.3 2 . With the increase of l ,
< < <div - 0 and div - 0 remain true, but for certain d and m div - 0O M N
< < <and div - 0 may become div ) 0 and div ) 0, respectively.R N R
X <For 0 - m - ya, when l increases from 0 to l, div changes its signN
< Ž . Ž .Xbefore that of div . If the phase-portrait of system 3.1 is Fig. 3.3 1 ,R l s0
Ž .we know from the theory of the rotated vector fields that system 3.1 has
< <no LC around O, and that if div - 0 becomes div ) 0, because ofN N
<div - 0 the two separatrices probably coincide, and form an innerR
Ž .unstable Hoc N ; thus there is a periodic orbit G surrounding R. When
<div s 0, if R is an unstable weak focus, it is necessary that the LC GR
contracts to R. If R is a stable fine focus, with the increase of lX there will
Ž . Xbe another stable periodic orbit surrounding R; that is, system 3.1 l ) 0
< Ž .will have two LCs around R. If, when div - 0, system 3.1 has aN
Ž .Hoc N , it must be formed by a stable LC generating from a semi-stable
X Ž .LC which appears abruptly. With the increase of l , the Hoc N will
FIGURE 3.3.
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Ž .disappear, similar to the above analysis; system 3.1 has at most two LCs
around R, too.
Ž . Ž . XXIf the phase-portrait of system 3.1 is Fig. 3.3 2 . When l increases,l s0
Ž .if MN cannot become an integral line, system 3.1 has also no LC around
O, and at most one stable LC around R which generates from change of
X Xthe stability of R. If for some l , MN becomes an integral line, when l
Ž . Ž . Ž .increases further. Fig. 3.3 2 must become Fig. 3.3 1 or Fig. 3.2 2 . In the
former, at most two LCs appear around R; in the latter, at most one LC
appears around R.
< <For a - m F 0, div changes its sign before that of div . Similar toR N
the above analysis, we can obtain the same results as that for 0 - m - ya.
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.4.
Ž .THEOREM 3.5. In the domain V, system 1.2 has no limit cyclel ) 0
around R. If Ye Yanqian's conjecture is true, the system has at most three LCs
surrounding O.
Ž . X <Proof. For d , m lying in the domain V, when l s 0, div ) 0,O
< < < Ž . Xdiv ) 0, div ) 0 and div ) 0, system 3.1 has no LC; its localM N R l s0
Ž . Ž .phase-portraits can be shown in Figs. 3.4 1 and 2 . With the increase of
X < < < <l , div ) 0 and div ) 0 remain true, but div and div probablyN R O M
Ž .change their signs. Since the vector fields formed by system 3.1 rotate
Ž .counterclockwise in the x, y plane, similar to the analyses in the domains
Ž .I and IV, system 3.1 has no LC around R for any case.
We now consider the existence and number of LCs around O. We divide
Ž . < <the domain V into four parts see Fig. 3.5 . In V , div ) 0 and div ) 0O M1
X U Ž Uremain true. If the separatrices surrounding O coincide as l s l 0 - l
. U X- l , it is necessary that there exists an l such that for 0 - l y l - l0 0





< < Ž .In V , only div probably changes its sign. When div ) 0, system 3.1O O2
X <has no LC around O. For some l div s 0, if O is a stable fine focus, it isO
X <necessary that with the increase of l , for div ) 0 a semi-stable LCO
appears suddenly around O, then splits into two LC's. The inside one
<contracts to O as div s 0; the outside one is an unstable LC. SinceO
< < Ž .div ) 0 and div ) 0, system 3.1 has at most two LCs around O. ForM N
X < Ž .certain l , when div ) 0, system 3.1 has two LCs generated from aO
X <semi-stable LC around O. With the increase of l , when div s 0, if O isO
an unstable fine focus, when lX increases further, because of change of the
Ž .stability of O, an unstable LC jumps up from O, system 3.1 will have
X < Ž .three LCs around O. For above l when div ) 0, system 3.1 has no LCO
X < <around O. With the increase of l , since div ) 0 and div ) 0, the LCM N
around O is unique.
< < ŽIn V , the signs of div and div both change. When m ) 0 resp.,O M3
. < Ž < . < Ž < .- 0 , div resp., div changes its sign previous to div resp., div .M O O M
Ž . XIn Fig. 3.4 1 , with the increase of l , when O is a stable fine focus, it is
Ž .necessary that a stable LC generated from a Hoc M or from an inner
Žstable LC of multiplicity 2 contracts to O when m - 0, the former does
.not appear ; if the latter appears, the separatrices passing through M may
Ž .coincide. System 3.1 will have three LCs around O. If O is an unstable
Ž .fine focus, system 3.1 will have at most two LCs surrounding O. In Fig.
Ž .3.4 2 , considering the rotation of the vector fields, we can obtain a similar
conclusion.
<In V , only div changes its sign, we know from the theory of rotatedM4
Ž .vector fields that system 3.1 has at most two LCs. This completes the
proof of Theorem 3.5.
THEOREM 3.6. In the domain VI, if the conjecture of Ye Yanqian is true,
Ž .system 1.2 has at most four LCs and if they exist, their distributions canl ) 0
Ž . Ž .only be 1, 3 and 3, 1 .
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Ž . X <Proof. For d , m lying in the domain VI, when l s 0, div ) 0,O
< < < Ž . Xdiv - 0, div - 0 and div ) 0. System 3.1 has at most two LCsM R N l s0
Ž . Ž . Ž .and if they exist, their distribution is 1, 1 , 2, 0 or 0, 2 ; the local
X < <phase-portrait can be shown in Fig. 3.6. When l increases, div and divM N
< <do not change their signs; div and div may change their signs for someO R
values of d and m. In order to investigate the change of LCs around R,
Ž . 3r4making the transformations: x s x q 1ra , y s y y y ; x s yK x ,1 1 R 2 1
1r2 y1r4 Ž Ž ..2 Ž .Žy s yK y , t s yK t, where K s 1 q mra y 4ra d y2 1 2
Ž .. Ž .lra ) 0, system 3.1 turns into
2 2 2x s yy y d x q lx q mxy y y , y s x q ax , 3.2Ž .Ç Ç
XŽ . Ž .where we still denote x , y and t by x, y, and t, d s d y lra y l ra2 2 2
X 1r2 1r4 3r4q my , l s l K , m s mK and a s aK . The first focal value ofR
Ž . Ž .system 3.2 at the critical point 0, 0 is
X X1r4 1r4W s K m l k y 1 y 2 al K . 3.3Ž . Ž .1
Ž . XIn Fig. 3.6 1 , with the increase of l , the vector fields rotate counter-
clockwise; the separatrices surrounding O or R never intersect, so system
Ž . Ž .3.1 has no separatrix loop. When m ) ya, the first focal value of 3.1 at
Ž .O 0, 0 is
W s m lX y 1 y 2 alX s m y 2 a lX y m.Ž . Ž .1
X 1 X 1We have W - 0 as l F ; W ) 0 as l G 1. Hence, if l F , in the1 13 3
X Ž X .process of the increase of l from 0 to l, on the line d s l y l ra O is a
stable fine focus; at this time either the unique stable LC G contracts to1
U Ž U . Ž .O, or there exists an l - l, such that when d ) l y l ra, system 3.1
Uhas no LC around O. It is necessary that there exists an l - l such that a
Xsemi-stable LC suddenly appears at l s l, then splits into two LCs. The
Ž X. winside one contracts to O as d s l y l ra. But from the case III in 8,2
FIGURE 3.6.
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x ŽSection 14 in which the author proved that under the above conditions
Ž . .system 3.1 has at most two LCs , the latter case cannot happen. So if l
1 Ž .F , system 3.1 has at most one LC around O as m ) ya.3
1 X X 1 Ž .If l ) , when l increases, for l F system 3.1 has also at most one3 3
1 X 1 XŽ . Ž .LC around O. For - l F l, if a G y , since d y lra s y l ra ) 2,3 6
1 1 XŽ .system 3.1 has no LC around O. If a - y , when - l - 1, since6 3
2X X2W s ma 5a y m y l y 1 y a 2 l y 1 ,Ž . Ž . Ž .2
for suitable selection of the values of m and a, O is a center or a fine
Ž X. Xfocus of order 2 as d s l y l ra. In the latter, with the increase of l it is
w xpossible that two LCs jump out from O; Fig. 14.14 in 8 shows that this
X Ž X .case can be realized. When l G 1, W ) 0 for d s l y l ra. With the1
increase of lX, an unstable LC generates from O. If the stable LC G still1
Ž .exists, system 3.1 will have two LCs around O. We know from Figs.
w x14.9]14.12 in 8 that this case can also appear.
Now, consider the existence and number of LCs surrounding R. When lX
Ž Ž .. Ž . w xincreases, l rotates clockwise see Fig. 3.1 2 ; we know from 14.57 in 82
that lX satisfies the equation:2
Xd y lra q l raŽ . Ž .
X X2 2 2' 'm q a y a y 4 l y a q a a y 4 l s 0.Ž .X2 l
3.4Ž .
Ž . Ž . XThe formula 3.3 shows that for any given m m ) ya , when l is
Xsufficiently small, W - 0. On the line l the unique unstable LC G must1 2 2
X Xcontract to R. For proper l , when m is large enough, W ) 0 on l . With1 2
the increase of lX, R changes its stability; a stable LC appears around R. If
Ž .G still exists, system 3.1 will have two LCs around R.2
We now consider the condition in which O and R are both fine foci.
Ž X. Ž .When O is a fine focus, d s l y l ra. If R is a fine focus, too, Eq. 3.4
X2'gives m q a s a y 4 l . Hence
2 2 X Xm 4 l a y 4 l 4 l
K s 1 q y d y s y y s 1;2ž / ž / ž /a a a a aa
that is, on the line
l m2 q 2ma
d y s ,
a 4a
the critical points O and R are both fine foci, W s W . Because of1 1
Ž . Ž .d y lra ) 0, we have m - y2 a. In the right resp., left hand side of
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Ž . Žthe parabola K s 1, R resp., O changes its stability previous to O resp.,
. Ž .R . On the parabola K s 1, we know from 3.3 that the property of system
Ž . Ž .3.1 at O and R is completely correspondent. Since system 3.1 does not
Ž .have a separatrix loop, in the domain of the parameter d , m plane for
Ž . Ž .Xwhich system 3.1 has a 1, 1 distribution, before O and R becomel s0
Ž . Ž .fine foci, system 3.1 has also a 1, 1 distribution. When O and R are
Ž . w xboth fine foci, we know from the property 4 in 8, Section 2 or property
Ž . x Ž7 in 9, Section 11 that is, if the divergence of a quadratic system at two
. Ž .critical points are both equal to zero, then it has no LC that system 3.1
has no LC.
In the right hand side of K s 1, when lX increases, R changes its
Ž .stability previous to O. Before O becomes a fine focus, system 3.1 still
Ž .has a unique LC G . When O is a fine focus, since the LCs of system 3.11
Ž .are concentratedly distributed, if system 3.1 has no LC around O, the LC
Ž X. XG must contract to O at d s l y l ra. With the further increase of l1
there is no LC around O. If the limit cycle G around O still exists for O to1
Ž .be a fine focus, when R is still a focus unstable, strong , O can only be a
X Ž .fine focus of at most order 1. With the increase of l system 3.1 may have
at most two LCs around O, and no LC around R. When R is a node, O
Ž . Ž .can be a fine focus of order 2 but not order 3 , so system 3.1 will have
Ž . Ž .three LCs around O. Hence, system 3.1 has no 2, 2 limit cycle distribu-
tion.
In the left hand side of K s 1, when lX increases, O changes its sign
Ž .previous to R. Similarly, we can prove that when 3.1 has at least two LCs
around R, it must have no LC around O.
Ž . Ž .XWhen 0 - m - ya, if system 3.1 has the phase-portrait Fig. 3.6 1 ;l s0
from the analysis in Section 2 we have a G y1. Similar to the above
Ž . Ž .analysis, system 3.1 has also no 2, 2 limit cycle distribution.
Ž . Ž . XIn Fig. 3.6 2 , system 3.1 has no LC around O; the discussed regionl s0
Ž 2 . Ž . X Ž .is m q 2 am r4a - d y lra - m. Since l in Fig. 3.1 2 satisfies the1
equation
Xad y l q l
X X2 2' 'm q a q a y 4 l y a q a y 4 l s 0, 3.5Ž .Ž .X2 l
When lX increases from 0 to l, in the right-hand side of the parabola
Ž . Ž 2 .d y lra s m q 2mar4a , i.e., K ) 1, R changes its stability previous
w x X Xto O. From Section 14 in 8 we know that when l - 1, under the line l ,2
X 1Ž .system 3.1 has at most one LC. On the other hand, when l ) , since3
Ž X. XW ) 0 on d s l y l ra, with the increase of l , O changes from an1
unstable fine focus to a stable strong one, an unstable LC appears around
< Ž .O. Since div ) 0, the LC is unique. We know from 3.3 that for anyN
X XŽ .given m - ya , when l is properly small, W - 0 on the line l , the1 1
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Ž .unstable LC surrounding R in Fig. 3.6 2 contracts to R. With the increase
X Xof l , for some m, if W ) 0 on l , and the two LCs surrounding R still1 1
Ž . Ž .exist, system 3.1 will have three LCs. Hence, system 3.1 has at most four
Ž .LCs and if they exist, their distribution is 1, 3 .
Ž .Figure 3.6 3 corresponds to the left hand side of the parabola K s 1 in
Ž . Xthe d , m plane. When l increases, O changes its stability previous to R.
Ž X.For d s l y l ra, since
l m2 q 2ma




Xl - y .
4
So when a G y1,
m2
X 2W s m y 2 a l y m - ym 1 y a q - 0;Ž .1 ž /4
Ž X.that is, the stable LC surrounding O must contract to O at d s l y l ra.
X Ž .For a - y1, similar to the above analysis, when l - 1, system 3.1 has at
most one LC around O. When lX G 1, W ) 0, we know from Figs. 14.101
w x XŽ .and 14.11 in 8 that for some m and proper l G 1 , the two LCs
Ž X. Ž .surrounding O still exist for d s l y l ra; system 3.1 will have three
LCs around O. Now, we consider the number of LCs around R. With the
X XŽ . Ž .change of l , when O is a fine focus, let d y lra s l ra in the domain
Ž . Ž . Xof parameter d , m plane in which system 3.1 has two LCs around O;l s0
X Xwhen R is a fine focus, let l s l . Since O changes its stability previous to
X XÄ Ž .R, we have l ) l , the formula 3.5 gives
X2' Äm q a q a y 4 l - 0.
So
2m q a 4 l 4
X XÄK s y d y ) 1 y l y l .Ž .2ž / ž /a a a a
1When K - , we have4
3 3
X X X2 2Äl y l ) a G a G 4 l G 4 ;Ž .
16 4
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X X7 5Ä Ž . w x Ž .hence l ) ) l G 1 . From Fig. 14.9 in 8 , system 3.1 has at most one4 3
X 1 1 11r4Ž .LC under the line l . When K G , W G K m y m y a ) 0; that2 14 2 2
is, R is a stable fine focus of order 1 on the line lX . With the increase of lX,2
R becomes an unstable strong focus, one stable LC appears around R.
< Ž .Since div - 0, system 3.1 has at most one LC around R.M
Ž .THEOREM 3.7. In the domain VII, system 1.2 has no limit cycle.l ) 0
Ž . XProof. In the domain VII, system 3.1 has no LC; its local phase-l s0
Ž . Xportrait can also be shown in Fig. 3.2 2 . With the increase of l , the vector
Ž .fields of system 3.1 rotate counterclockwise. The separatrices surround-
ing O and R can never coincide; the signs of divergence at the finite
critical points do not change. Similar to the proof of Theorem 3.1, we can
Ž .prove that system 3.1 has no LC.
Finally, when l - 0, we know from the Figs. 2.1 and 2.2 that with the
X Ž .decrease of l , as showing change of the signs of divergence of system 3.1
at O and M, the lines l and l move parallelly leftwards. Considering the1 2
critical points N and R, the intersection point of l and l moves1 2
rightwards along the d-axis, and l and l still contact with the parabola1 2
D s 0. In the above processes, at most two finite critical points change
their signs of divergence at the same time in the corresponding domains.
Using the methods similar to that for l ) 0, we can obtain the correspond-
Ž .ing conclusions. The details are omitted .
Ž .THEOREM 3.8. If the pre¤ious conjecture is true, system 1.2 has atl - 0
Ž .most four limit cycles and if they exist, their distributions can only be 1, 3 and
Ž .3, 1 .
Remark. We know from the proofs of Theorems 3.1]3.5 and 3.7 that in
Ž .the domains I]V and VII, for l ) 0 system 3.1 has no limit cycle around
one of O and R. The proof of this conclusion does not depend on the
previous conjecture as shown in the proof of Theorem 3.1. So in this paper,
Ž .the proof of impossibility of 2, 2 limit cycle distribution depends on Ye
Yanqian's conjecture only in the domain VI. But in any case the proofs of
the maximum number of limit cycles surrounding any focus with limit
cycles depend on the correctness of Ye Yanqian's conjecture.
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